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The invention relates generally to lock struc 
tures, and more particularly to lock structures 
the opening of which are controlled by manipula 
tion of hand actuated combinationcontrols, and 
it primarily seeks to provide certain new and 
useful improvements in such structures effective 
to provide av lock which is substantially fool 
proof and burglarproof. ' 
Lock structures of the character stated are 

controlled in whole or in part by manipulation 
of a multiplev of tumblers having edge gates 
therein which must be brought into alignment 
to permit the shifting of the locking bolt or some 
element connected therewith to ‘the lock‘opening 
position. Many such lock structures of the 
character stated have ‘been found‘unsatisfactory 
in use'because 'of' the complex nature of the 
structure'and the resulting di?iculty experienced 
in manufacturing and using them, "and others 
because they lend themselves readily to tamper-‘ 
ing and burglarizing by unauthorized ‘persons. 
It is a purpose of the present invention to pro 
vide a lock structure of the character stated 
which is simple and e?icient in construction and 
operation, and which will frustrate attempts at 
unauthorized opening. ' 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a lock structure of the character stated wherein 
means is provided for avoiding'contact of bolt 
or lug parts with the tumblers while they are 
being manipulated to bring the receiving gates 
of the tumblers in line, thereby making it im 
possible for an unauthorized person to detect 
arrival of said tumbler clearances at the receiv 
ing point by the senses of touch or hearing. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 
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a‘lock structure of the character stated wherein _ 
key or knob operated means are provided for 
moving the bolt or lug into the tumbler gates 
after they have been brought into alignment, 
and means operated by turning of the dial after 
the bolt or lug has been so moved into the 
tumbler gates to turn said dial and the con 
nected tumblers and shift the locking bolt to 
the open position. v 

' Another object of the invention is to provide 
a-lock structure of the character stated wherein 
the component parts can be quickly and'con 
veniently assembled and disassembled. - ' - 
In the drawings; - 
With the above and other objects inview that 

will hereinafter appear, the nature of the inven 
tion will be more clearly: understood by'reference' 
to the following detailed description, the ap 
pended claims and the several views illustrated 
in‘ the accompanying drawings. ~ ' ' ~ 
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8 Claims. (Cl. ‘Iii-284) 

Figure '1 is a front elevation illustrating the 
invention." 7' ' v ‘ “ 

Figure ,2 is a central vertical cross section 
through the improved lock‘ structure; ' ' ' 

Figure 3 is a‘ face view of the tumbler and'lock 
bolt‘ support assembly, the lock bolt beingshowri 
in the lockingbposition. ' ' ‘ ' " 

Figure 4 is a side elevation of 
shown in Figure 3. ’ 
Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 3 with the 

side plate of the tumbler and lock bolt support 
assembly removed and the lock bolt shifted to 
the release or open position. , 
Figure 6 isfa rear elevation of the lock struc-v 

ture with the tumbler and lock bolt supportasé 
sembly and the tumblers removed therefrom. 

Figure 7 is a detail perspective view of the lug 
carrying plate. ' ' e ' ' 

Figure 8 is a detail perspective view of the lock 
bolt. ' - - ' ' ~ ‘ 

Figure 9 is a detail side elevation of the lug 
plate actuator.'-~ ‘ _ v ‘ 

Figure 10 is a right end elevation of the lug 
plate actuator; _» 

Figure 11 is a front 

tumbler. V V 

Figure 12 is a rear elevation of the tumbler 
shown in Figure 11. '_ " 

Figure 13 is a front elevation of the‘ inter 
mediate tumbler. ' ~ . ‘ ' 

Figure 14 isa rear elevation of the tumbler 
shown in Figure 13. 7 ' ' ' 

Figure 15 is apfront elevation of the foremost 
tumbler. , 

Figure 16 is a rear elevation of the tumbler 
shown in Figure 15. v _ 

Figure 17 is a fragmentary rear elevation show— 
ing the plate lug in its retracted position in full 
lines, and as engaging in the tumbler housing 
?ange opening so as to lock the tumbler cup 
against rotation in dotted lines. ' 
In the example of embodiment of the inventio 

herein disclosed, the improved lock structure is 
shown af?xed to a door or door panel 5 having a 
circular opening 6 therethrough about which‘ is 
mounted a dial ringr or plate ‘I, said ring or plate 
being secured to the door or panel in any ap 
proved manner, as by the screws 8. The dial 
plate 1 is equipped with a bevelled peripheral 
portion 9 on which is formed a dial stop indicator 
mark or notch ID in the manner clearly illus-v 
trated in Figure 1., g ‘ 
The aperture 6 opens into a circular casing or 

housing ring [2 having an apertured front clo 
sure plate 13 secured thereto, as by screwsrl?, 

the assembly 

elevation of the rearmost 

7 and'being in turn secured, as by screws IE, to the 
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rear face of the door or panel 5. The housing 
ring l2 has a circular chamber de?ning center 
bore l6 and also a counterbore or recess I‘! in 
which to removably receive a tumbler and lock 
bolt support assembly generally designated l8 
and which is illustrated in detail in Figures 3 and 
4. The support assembly It may be removably 
secured in the housing ring recess in the manner 
illustrated in Figure 2 by screws I9. 
The tumbler and lock bolt support assembly I 8 

illustrated in detail in Figures 3 and 4 comprises 
a back plate 20, intermediate plate means 2| 
shaped to provide a lock bolt slideway 22, a 
second, chambered intermediate‘ plate 23, a face 
plate 24 and supported parts, said plate being 
?xed together in assemblv relation as by riveting, 
welding, brazing or the like. 
The face plate 24 is pressed forwardly at its 

central portion as at 25 to form an actuator head 
chamber between the same and the opposing in 
termediate plate 23, and a hollow center hub 26 
is secured to the forwardly pressed central portion 
25 of the plate 24 and projects forwardly there 
from in the manner clearly illustrated in Figures 
3 and 4. The hub 26 may be'equippedwith longi 
tudinal notches or grooves Z'I-disposed at-the sides 
thereof for the purpose of retaining tumbler 
spacing washers against rotation, and said hub 
may also be equipped with an annular, snap ring 
receiving groove 28. The hub 26 serves as a sup 
portgfor the‘rotatable tumblers to be referred to 
hereinafter, and said tumblers are rotatably and 
removably retained on the hub through the me 
dium of a snap ring mounted in the groove 28. 
Alock bolt 23 which may take the form illus 

trated in detail inFigure 8 is slidablein-‘the slide 
way 22 provided in the intermediate plate means 
2| and in the guides 30 provided therefor in the 
housing ring l2. The lock bolt has a pin 3| pro 
jecting therefrom, and the purpose of this pin 
will become apparent as the description pro 
gresses. 
The chambered plate 23, best shown in Figure 

5, is equipped with an elongated opening 32 which 
intersects the center of the plate, and saidopen- , 
ing is provided with arcuate extensions 33. The 
opening 32 and its extensions 33 serve to accom 
modate placement and movement of the lug plate 
34 which is illustrated in detail in Figure 7 and 
in its operatively mounted position in Figures 3 
and 5. The lug plate is equipped with’ a .for 
wardlyextending lug 35, and also with a longi 
tudinal slot 36 and a transverse slot 31. When 
the lug plate 34 is in assembly in the lockstruc 
ture as illustrated in Figures 3 and 5, the lower 
end portion thereof is engaged by a leaf spring 
38 mounted on the chambered plate 23 and which 
constantly tends to move the plate “and the lug 
35 thereon radially outwardly when the plate is 
in the chamber opening ‘32 as illustrated in 
Figure 23.. 
The dial 39 of the usual construction is pro 

vided and includes a cylindrical hollow center 
hub portion '40 which is rotatable within the 
?anged bearing ll formed on the dial ring or 
plate '1. The hub 40 also includes a reduced di— 
ameter cylindrical hub portion 4| which-extends 
through the central aperture 6 ofthe door “or 
panel 15, and from this reduced ,hubyportion 4| a 
non-circular inner end extension 42 projects into 
the chamber within the housing ring 12 in the 
manner clearly illustrated in Figures 2 and 601’ 
the drawings. 7 r 

The center bore of the dial hub 40 rotatably 
supports the stem 43 of a lug plate actuator in 
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4 
cluding a circular head 44 which is operable in 
the chamber formed behind the central portion 
25 of the face plate 24. An actuator or crank 
pin 45 projects rearwardly from the head 44, and 
at its front end the stem includes a non-circular 
portion 46 to receive an actuator key or knob. 
The operative position of the lug plate actuator 
is illustrated in Figure 2, and this element is illus 
trated in detail in Figures 9 and 10. 
A tumbler cup 41, best illustrated in Figures 

2 and 6 is rotatably mounted in the chamber 
formed within the housing ring [2, and said cup 
is formed to include a cylindrical, tumbler hous 
ing ?ange, 48, and also a ?ange 49 extending ra 
dially beyond the cylindrical ?ange 48. The 
tumbler cup alsois equipped with a non-circular 
center opening 50 adapted to snugly receive the 
1101'1‘1011'011131‘ end extremity 42 of the dial hub, 
the cup being removably secured on said non 
circular end extremity through the mediumof a 
snap ring 51 removably mounted in a receiving 
groove formed in said end extremity. IA tumbler 
driving lug 52projects rearwardly from therear, 
inner face of the cup 4'! in the manner clearly 
illustrated in Figures 2 and 6, the flange 48 is 
provided with a lug receiving opening 53 and the 
rear or inner face of the cup .is provided with a 
lug clearance or recess 54 extending radially in 
wardly from the ?angeopening 53. It will also 
be apparent by reference to Figure -6 that the 
housing ring 12 is provided with a clearance or 
recess 55 in which to receive the plate lug 35 in 
the manner clearly illustrated in Figure 2. 
Tumblers56, 51 and ‘58, preferably ‘of the ‘key 

adjustable type, are removably and rotatably 
mounted .on the tumbler and lock bolt-support 
‘assembly hub v2t through the medium of a snap‘ 
ring '59. These tumblers areillustrated in detail 
in Figures 11 through .16, the reverse .faces of 
the rearmost tumbler‘beingshown in Figures Y11 
and 12, the reverse faces of the intermediate tum 
bler being shown in Figures Band 14, and there 
verse faces ‘of the foremost tumbler being shown 
in Figures15 and 16. Eeach tumbler is equipped 
with the usual pick-up lug or?y 50 which iscapa 
ble of limited free movement in the usual manner, 
and the intermediate and foremost tumblers 51 
and 58 are equipped with driver lugs 6 l. The. 

, purpose and operation of this conventional type 
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of tumbler is Well known to workers in theart and 
it will be readilyapparent that by rotation of the 
dial 39 and the connected .cup 41,.the several 
tumblers can be sequentially set to bring the pe-. 
ripheral edge notches or gates 62 formed thereon 
into the ,zero positionyor in other words in the 
aligned position in which the plate lug 35 may 
be moved downwardly out of the housing ring re 
cess 55 and into the cup recess 54 and said 
tumbler gates 62. .It will be apparent that ‘so 
long as the plate lug 35 remains projected in the 
position illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 it will be 
impossible to move the plate in a direction for 
shifting the lock bolt 29 from its locking position 
illustrated in Figure 3 to its unlocked or opened 
position shown in Figure 5. It will also be ap 
parent that whenever the tumblers have been se 
quentially set to align the edge notches or gates 
62 thereof "with and directly beneath the plate 
lug 35, partial rotation of the stem 43 by appli 
cation of a knob vor key on the non-circular end 
46 thereof will serve to move the head plate-Mv 
and cause the pin 45 projecting into the plate 
slot 31 to move said plate inwardly so as to re 
tract the lug 35 from the plate slot 63 and the 
housing recess 55 and place the same inlrthe 
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tumbler‘ gates 62. This having beenlaccom-f 
plish'ed it is only necessary to turn the dial 39 a 
limited distance in a clockwise direction as viewed 
in Figures 1 and 3, and thismovement will cause 
the cup 31 to turn and shift the lug» plate 34 
therewith, the‘ arcuate-clearance 64 in the face 
plate 24 permitting the ‘necessary movement vof 
the plate lug 35; It will be‘ obvious that as the 
plate 34 is caused to turn with the cup 41 from 
the position illustrated in Figure 3 to ‘the posi 
tion illustrated in Figure'5,§the engagement of 
the lock bolt pin 3| in the plate slot 36 will cause 
the lock bolt 29 to be shifted from its locking po 
sition illustrated in Figure .3 to'its unlocked-p04 
sitlon-illustrated in Figure 5. ' ‘ 'i‘l 
The improved lock structure is foolproof. 

Should an attempt be made to shift the plate 
lug 35 downwardly through vthe cup opening‘53' 
before all of the tumblers are lined up, theilug 
will ‘engage in the slot -or opening 53 and as 
shown in dotted lines in Figure 17 by reason of 
its engagement in the housing ring clearance 55 
also will lock the cup and the attached parts 
against rotational movement. It is to be under 
stood, of course, that the cup ?ange clearance’; 
53 is lined up with the zero marking on the 
dial 39. ' 

It will be apparent by reference to Figure 2 
that by reason of the provision of the cup ?ange 
48 and the radial ?ange ‘extension 49 it is'im 
possible to burglarize the lock. _ Shouldan at 
tempt be made to drill the lock structure so as 
to effect an unauthorized entry, the hole drilled 
for the purpose of viewing the tumblers by aid 
of lights would only allow a view of the tumbler 
at the drilled hole. ‘ Moreover, should an attempt 
be made to move the dial to ?nd the tumbler 
gates, the instruments or the tools would have 
to be removed before the dial and cup could be 
turned. I 

It should also be apparent that the plate lug 
35 is normally held outwardly of the cup'?ange 
48 by the spring 38, and during the manipulation 
of the tumblers this lug is in no position to drag 
over the tumblers so as to enable a person seeking 
to make an unauthorized entry to detect the lug 
alignment positioning of the tumblers by touch 
or by hearing. _ 

While one form of the invention has bee 
shown for purposes of illustration, it is to be 
clearly understood that various changes in the 
details of construction and arrangement of parts 
may be made without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention as de?nedin the 
appended claims. ‘ 

We claim: 
1. In a combination lock, a housing, a lock 

bolt shiftable between locking and open positions 
on said housing, means including rotatable tum 
bler means, a hand operable dial and a tumbler 
means housing cup for controlling the shifting 
of said bolt, means for causing the cup to rotate 
with the tumbler means in eifecting a shifting 
of the bolt, said cup having a front wall presented 
toward the dial, a cylindrical ?ange overlying and 
housing the tumblers, and a ?ange extending 
outwardly beyond said cylindrical ?ange as a 
continuation of said front wall. ' 

2. In a combination lock, a housing, a lock 
bolt shiftable between locking and open positions 
on said housing, a plurality of rotatable tumblers 
having edge gates therein and means including 
a hand operable dial for rotating the tumblers 
to present all tumbler edge gates in alignment, 
a plate having pin and slot connection with said 
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bolt andia lug ‘projecting-therefrom in position 
to be receivable in the aligned tumbler edgegates", 
means for mounting said plate- for .oscillatory 
movement about the axis of. the tumblers .and 
for radial movement relative to said iaxis,._spring 
means normally effective to‘ position'said .‘plate 
with the lug out of contact with the periphery 
of the tumblers, and means for shifting the' plate 
to cause the lug tor'engage in‘sai'd'aligned tum‘ 
bler edge gates whereby upon rotation of‘ the 
tumblers by manipulation of the dial movement 
may be imparted to said plate' effective-to shift 
said lock bolt. ; ‘ ' 

3. Lock structure as defined in claim 2 in-which 
there is included a rotor forming- a partof the 
drive couple between the dial and the tumblers 
and including a cylindrical ?ange overlying the 
tumblers and having an opening therein through I 
which the plate lug‘ may be moved ‘into the 
aligned tumbler clearances, the casing including 

_‘ edge gates in which‘said lug normally is posi 
tioned out of contact with the tumblers and said 

' ?ange, ‘and said lug being engageable vint-‘said 
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casing clearance and ?ange opening to lock the 
?ange and tumblers against rotation "should 
effort be made to engagethe' lug with the turn; 
blers and rotatethem without bringing ‘the tum-' 
bler edge gates into alignment. -' ' ‘ ' ‘ 

4. Lock structure as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
there is included a tumbler housing cup forming 
apart of the drive couple between the 'dial'and 
the tumblers and having a rmm wall presented 
toward the dial, a cylindrical ?ange overlying 
and housing the tumblers, and a ?ange extend; 
ing outwardly beyond said cylindrical ?ange‘as‘ 
a continuation of said front wall. - " 5 

5. Lock structure as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
there is included a tumbler housing cup forming 
a part of the drive couple between the dial and 
the tumblers and having a front wall presented 
toward the dial, a cylindrical ?ange overlying 
and housing the tumblers and having an opening 
therein through which the plate lug may be 
moved into the aligned tumbler edge gates, and 
a ?ange extending outwardly beyond said cylin 
drical flange as a continuation of said front wall, 
the casing including a clearance in which said 
lug normally is positioned out of contact with 
the tumblers and said ?ange, and said lug being 
engageable in said casing clearance and ?ange 
opening to lock the ?ange and tumblers against 
rotation should effort be made to engage the 
lug with the tumblers and rotate them withoutv 
bringing the tumbler edge gates into alignment. 

6. Lock structure as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
the plate is elongated in shape and overlies the 
axis of the tumblers and is connected with the 
lock bolt by a pin projecting from said bolt into 
a longitudinal slot formed in said plate, said 
plate also having a transverse slot therein, and 
in which the means for shifting the plate to 
cause the lug to engage in the aligned tumbler 
edge gates comprises a key operable stem having 
a crank pin thereon engaging in the transverse 
slot in said plate. 

'7. Lock structure as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
there is included a tumbler housing cup forming 
a part of the drive couple between the dial and 
the tumblers and having a front wall presented 
toward the dial, a ‘cylindrical ?ange overlying 
and housing the tumblers and having an opening 
therein through which the plate lug may be 
moved into the aligned tumbler edge gates, and 
a ?ange extending outwardly beyond said cylin 
drical ?ange as a continuation of said front wall, 
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the'casing including ‘a clearance in‘ which said 
lug ‘normally is positioned out, 'of' contact with 
the tumblers and said ?ange, ‘and said lug being 
engageable in said casing clearance and ?ange 
opening to lock the ?ange and tumblers :against 
rotation should effort be made to engage the 
lug with the tumblers and rotate them without 
bringing the tumbler edge gates into alignment, 
in which the plate is elongated in shape and 
overlies the axis of the tumblers and is connected 
with the lock‘ bolt by a pin projecting from said 
bolt into a-longitudinal slot formed in said plate, 
said plate also having a transverse slot therein, 
and in which the means for shifting the plate 
to cause the lug to engagein the aligned tumbler 
edge-‘gates comprises a key operable stem having 
a-crank pin thereon engaging in the transverse 
slot in said plate. ' . 

- 8. Lock structure as de?ned in-claim 2 in which 
there is included a tumbler housing cup forming 
apart of the drive couple between the dial and 
the tumblers and having a front wall presented 
toward the dial, a cylindrical ?ange overlying 
and housing the tumblers and havingan opening 
therein through which the plate lug may be 
moved into the aligned tumbler edge gates, and 
a ?ange extending outwardly beyond said cylin 
drical ?ange as a continuation of said front wall, 
thecasing including a clearance in which said 
lug normally is positioned out of contact with 
the tumblers and said ?ange, and said lug, being 
engageable in said casing clearance and ?ange 
opening to lock the ?ange and tumblers against 
rotation should effort be made to engage the lug 
with the tumblers and rotate them without bring 
ing the tumbler edge gates into alignment, in 
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8 
which the plate is elongated in shape-and over 
lies'the' axis of the tumblers and is connected 
with the lock bolt by a pin projecting from said 
bolt into alongitudinal slot formed in said plate, 
said plate also having a transverse slot therein, 
and in ‘which the means .for shifting the plate to 
cause the lug to engage in the aligned tumbler 
edge clearances comprises a key operable stem 
having a crank pin thereon engaging in the 
transverse slot in said plate, there also being 
included a back plate and a front plate from 
which a hub ‘projects to form a support for the 
tumblers, and intermediate plate means cham 
bered to form ‘a guide for the lock bolt and 
housing for the lug plate and the crank pin, said 
front and back andintermediate plate means 
and saidstem and crank pin, and lug plate and 
lock bolt comprisinga unit assembly removably 
mounted on the casing. 

- GEORGE E. BERRY. 
GORDON C. RIDINGS. - 
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